
Rock Solid SOAIS Delivery

What does it take to
transition over a highly
escalated project and come
out a winner? Rock Solid
Delivery.
 
That is what SOAIS excels
at. Taking over a wounded
project and coming out
unscathed is not a miracle,
but the synergy of the
experiences that SOAIS
brings to its customers.
 
SOAIS has been the pillar of
many customers’ Oracle
applications providing world
class solutions to solve
customer problems. 
 
Do you have a problem? Let
SOAIS solve it for you.
Contact us.
 

Migrating Apps from ADF
to VBCS

Oracle offers a variety of
frameworks to build
extensions to your SaaS
application, one of them
being ADF. 

However, with the advent of
easy to use, rapid
application development
tools like the Visual Builder
Cloud Service, customers
are considering the
redeployment of these apps
to the new platform. 

What are the steps to move
an application from ADF to
VBCS? Read this
informative SOAIS blog here
to know how.
 

4 ways to help middle
managers thrive

It is often observed that
organizations promote
strong individual
contributors to management
positions, without any
preparation.

Middle managers are an
important class of
employees, and it is
important to groom them to
blossom into good leaders.
Read this Oracle blog to
gain more perspective.
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Dear Default Value,
 

Welcome to SOAIS Newsletter June 2021!

SOAIS All the way!

Recently, one of SOAIS’ customers were part of a major acquistion. The customer, a BFSI

firm offering a bouquet of Financial products, uses PeopleSoft HCM 9.2 for managing its

HR data. Team SOAIS was responsible for the seamless merging of employee data into the

PeopleSoft system, with zero errors. This enabled the customer to quickly onboard the new

set of employees and continue operations with absolutely no hiccups.

Want to experience the power of SOAIS delivery? Contact us.
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